
HOSTGATOR BUSINESS PLAN SSL PORT

The Business plan can support hosting for unlimited domains and includes more To install your free SSL Certificate,
please follow the directions in the article.

Hostgator is fine until you have an issue with your website, and if it is important that you do not have
downtime on your website, I would definitely not recommend Hostgator. Another example: A Pro Dedicated
server includes unlimited cPanel to cPanel transfers, this means you can have sites or even more moved. This
is the worst hosting service out there. If you have not yet received your Free SSL on a domain located in an
active shared cPanel package with its A record pointing to the package, please contact support or chat for
further assistance. As a business owner, this is not an acceptable service for resellers. So not sure why so many
bad reviews. The have a cancellation page that forces you to go via a support person. Hostgator turns on
accounts that we do not use and charge us. Unfortunately, once a number has been disconnected, you cannot
retrieve it. Promotional rates apply to Shared, Cloud, VPS, Dedicated, WordPress and Reseller hosting plans
and will automatically renew after initial term at regular rate found in your control panel. Call after call.
Another tech support agent contacts me about four hours later to install the certificate. The toll-free number
cannot forward to international numbers or to your computer. A working ticket system is a MUST. Unlimited2
1While we can do unlimited cPanel to cPanel transfers for you, depending on your account, you will have a
limited number of Manual Transfers. Select Hosting from the left-hand side menu. Not a huge deal in my case
- I already moved away most data - but the final proof that they are to be avoided at all costs. It seems they
wanted to drag out the time so they could bill me for another year of hosting a non-existent domain. This is
where I was sadly wrong. The toggle will then appear stating that the auto-renewal has now been turned Off.
We have been their customer for 10 years. We had to cancel the auto charge, dispute last months charge - but
our website that serves over 1, seniors, disabled and families of low income has been done for about a month
with no help from HostGator. This cost us a great deal of business. How many people they stole money from
that did not notice. I only have a simple business website but it is just fine for my needs. My opinion is to find
another hosting company that has good reviews when it comes to how they treat customers. Asked for a full
refund because the email is what I wanted it linked to my site. They always refused having any downtime and
instead reworded it each time we have a scheduled maintenance. I don't even know where to start, but after
you sign up and past the 45 days then hell will break lose. Contact with support can be summed up as - you are
not entitled to CPU use "paying for bandwidth and storage does not entitle you to processor time past a limit
which we can arbitrarily set. Their live chat is reasonably responsive and helpful but can't do anything to help
with situations like this so you are left with nobody to talk to and all email and websites down. Finally hours
later learned one site had been hacked so they took the entire server down and never notified us. When you
call support, you talk to lower level support that isn't able to handle your technical issues. Not one person can
tell us what is going on. For more information please see our Transfers Support Article , contact our transfers
department at transfers hostgator. The service is good, price is good and support is great! That's not written on
the email however. I would not recommend hostgator to anyone.


